ENTERPRISE APPLICATION INTEGRATION

We can integrate anything.

www.stellar-corp.com
Need your applications to work together more cooperatively?

Talk to Stellar Software.

At Stellar Software, we specialize in the seamless integration of diverse applications that span the enterprise—and beyond. We deliver the solution that enables your applications to work together across Internet, client/server, and legacy environments.

In fact, no other solutions provider can duplicate Stellar’s experience—or technical expertise—in enabling Windows to UNIX to mainframe interoperability in all classes of operations.

Robust, scalable, web-enabled applications integration solutions that handle all processes and transactions with speed, reliability, and integrity.

RESULTS: You get the information you need at your fingertips. Business processes work seamlessly across the enterprise. Communication and the flow of information improve. And critical, up-to-the-minute data is instantly available for better decision-making.

BENEFITS: Your company gains a strong competitive position by getting its e-business solutions online sooner. And IT experiences a dramatic reduction in complaints and help-desk support calls... because your middleware solution has fewer moving parts, eliminates manual intervention, and exhibits superior integration characteristics.

Timely solutions for the e-business revolution.

IT organizations today face an increasingly complex array of challenges. These include:

- Achieving interoperability among diverse systems.
- Interconnecting business processes.
- Enabling B2B or B2C e-commerce and supply chain solutions.
- Integrating client/server applications with legacy systems and the Internet.

Our solutions unlock valuable data buried in legacy systems, making it available on PCs and over the Web. Employees, customers, vendors, and business partners can then access data and systems to:

- Improve customer service.
- Increase business efficiency.
- Accelerate processing.
- Reduce costs.

For one emerging dot-com company, Stellar Software played a critical role in enabling a web-based B2B solution in just 6 days.

And for one of the world’s largest paper manufacturers, Stellar Software delivered a production solution within 90 days—
including custom code. Our solution integrated a new mill management application with the mill’s legacy order management application, minimizing costly ($10,000 per minute) downtime for its sophisticated machinery.

Bright ideas from the smart middleware experts.
Stellar Software was founded by two of the industry’s most knowledgeable middleware specialists.

Your single source for enterprise applications solutions.
Our complete solutions for enterprise application integration include consulting, planning, software development, testing, installation, certification, project management, and system implementation.

We are highly experienced in both the MQSeries and emerging Websphere product families. Out of 7,000 IBM Partners, IBM recognized Stellar Software as their top reseller in workstation software—for two consecutive years.


Tom Krpata,
Founder and President,
is a recognized expert in many Information Technology areas, including Enterprise Application Integration solutions, distributed applications architectures, client/server implementations, and legacy application environments. He also has extensive experience in Business Intelligence solutions; operating system environments such as UNIX, OS/400, MVS, and Windows; and network architectures including SNA and TCP/IP.

Tom’s strengths include enabling customers to visualize a solution, establishing the roadmap leading to the solution, and driving the project to completion.

Doug Davidson,
Founder and Executive Vice President of Business Development, is highly regarded for his technical expertise in Enterprise Application Integration, Business Intelligence and web-related technology, including the use of middleware and other software development tools. His expertise includes high-level technical sales and marketing to a wide variety of business sectors and technical environments. One of his key strengths is delivering "mission-critical" solutions in areas where the technology is innovative and the benefits or risks are highly visible. His skills include the ability to satisfy demanding customer requirements associated with Fortune 2000 companies and large budget projects. Doug’s experience includes contributing to a number of successful start-ups. He currently occupies an advisory board seat with two other companies, ventures focused in the e-business, B2B/B2C market space.

Stellar Software Corporation
www.stellar-corp.com
508-429-4473
Stellar Software's areas of expertise (a partial list)

Consulting Skills
Application Architecture
Message Architecture
Publish/Subscribe
Messaging and Transformation Brokers and Adapters
Workflow Solutions
XML, XSL, DTD, HTML
EJB, J2EE, JMS
AMI, CMI
CORBA

Languages
C and C++
COBOL, 370 Assembler, PL/I
Perl, awk, and sed
JAVA
VisualBasic
SQL

Certifications and Specialties
MQSeries Certified Solutions Expert
MQSeries Certified Specialist
MQSeries Integrator
MQSeries Workflow
Transaction Server (CICS and Encina)
RS/6000 Sales Specialist
AIX Support Specialist
AS/400 Solutions Professional
AS/400 Technical Solutions Specialist
DB2
TSM (formerly ADSM)

IBM Products
MQSeries
MQSeries Integrator
MQSeries Workflow
Transaction Server (CICS and Encina)
Websphere

Platforms
Windows 95/98, NT, 2000
UNIX
OS/390 and MVS
OS/400
Stratus VOS

Many choices.
One best solution.

Get Stellar performance — today.

Draw on our know-how to help craft your E.A.I. solution.
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